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Abstract: Security is of paramount importance in any data critical applications or software. Traditional ways of authenticating and 

authorizing an individual, like username/password combinations are inherently error prone due to a variety of facts. Such as forgetting 

of the said combination, multiple simultaneous logins, and the actual hacking of the pair, using brute force and decryption algorithms. 

This paper we research on multitude of ways on enhancing the security on multiple levels and propose a new methodology which 

logistically provides more secure and more exclusive nature of a bond between the user and a system, this paper proposes the use of PKI 

for the said conception of the additional layer of security. 
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1. Introduction 
 

CLOUD!!! Seems to be the upcoming and everyday used 

word in the IT Industry, mainly because of its advantages 

and the simplicity of usage. Because of its unique nature 

cloud provides an easy way for upcoming companies in 

providing the infrastructure, as the startup companies may 

not be interested in investing in the physical resources and 

infrastructure for whatever reason, monetary or any 

constraint. Cloud also becomes helpful in aiding to big 

companies that are looking for expansion, by providing 

instant services to the company to accommodate the new 

expanded part of the business. Being technically specific, 

there is lots more to cloud than just being a bunch of 

computers connected on the internet that provides some 

services. 

 

At the back bone of cloud is the Data Center. Data Center 

is the huge collection of servers, network components, 

storage and processing units. Based on what kind of services 

the client needs, different parts of this Data Center are 

provided to the clients as services. 

 

When a company or an individual wants to avail the services 

of the cloud, the cloud service provider (CSP) packs 

together some of the resources of the data center and let the 

individual access it through a virtual machine. 

 

These virtual machines are then used by the client to do 

anything they need, may be some development or just 

additional processing power to their internal servers or 

accommodating the scaling infrastructure of the company. 

 

A. Cloud and Security 
 

Security becomes of the utmost importance since the VM 

gives access to the data center resources, which is the 

backbone of any cloud based or stand-alone business 

software. This VM or any access to the services, in the 

hands of an attacker or a masquerader becomes deadly. As 

he can actually fiddle with the resources, , inefficiently 

allocate more resources than required, allocate less resources 

and overburden them, or create an illusion of less resources 

which will leave the user/ client in peril. 

There are many other ways in which the masquerader can 

miss utilize this access to his needs, he might build a 

backdoor in to the software/application using the cloud and 

monitor the important and monetary transactions, he might 

sell the business logic details to the competitor companies 

for monetary benefits, and last but not the least, use the data 

centers to his convenience and for his illegal and harmful 

intentions. All the above reasons and the fatalities cause us 

to implicate and stress a lot more on the security of the 

applications. 

 

Login with a valid user credential forms the primitive layer/ 

step in the security of any application. Which, in spite of so 

many restrictions and constraints on choosing the 

credentials, is still vulnerable to the attacks. It is tentatively 

easy to get the credentials. 

 

Many ways in which an attacker can get the credentials, he 

can use a DNS mask to obtain the username/password just 

by making a 3-4 lines change to the user code, he can bribe 

an actual user into giving him his credentials and other 

techniques and what not. 

 

So, these vulnerabilities makes and pushes us towards 

finding an extra layer of security, which in turn will make 

the authentication process stronger., here comes the concept 

of Multi Factor Authentication. As the name suggests, we 

are going to validate the user on multiple factors and not 

only his user name and password. 

 

2. Existing Systems 
 

In their paper [1] authors describe the challenges of 

implementing a smart card authentication, mainly to restrict 

access on POS (point of sale) terminal. They chose smart 

cards based on Java Card Technology. Even this is limited 

by data storage capacities, so an analysis is given for 

implementation. This method points at choosing a smart 

card as an additional layer. 

 

Networked critical infrastructures improve our lives, but 

they are attractive targets for adversaries. In such 

infrastructures, to secure sensitive data is vital, as the 

information system is a foundation of today’s critical 
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infrastructures, and data security is a main concern in such 

systems [2] is the observation made by the authors. The 

authors propose an altered form of cryptography approach to 

support data security. A formulated threat model is proposed 

and a Hash chain based encryption method is proposed for 

the additional and layered security model. 

 

In their paper [3] authors propose a system based on 

biometrics authentication to secure the medical data 

available in the public domain, as that provides uniqueness 

and low intrusiveness. Biometrics authentication is fused 

with secret PIN. The first factor uses simple and effective 

behavioral biometrics keystroke analysis model whilst the 

second factor uses secret PIN mechanism. A trust score is 

maintained after each level and access is granted on a final 

trust score. 

 

A study on online financial services like online shopping, 

online banking etc. suggest that the end user environments 

face the threat of malwares like key logger and screen logger 

[4]. The paper proposes a novel approach of password 

protection called trusted Password Input Method (T-PIM), 

which provides a secure input method for passwords to the 

users. This acts as a security mechanism to avoid password 

extraction from a malware by employing hypervisor 

technology to isolate a trusted domain. 

 

3. Proposed System 
 

Public key Infrastructure (PKI) has proven over the years to 

be an effective and successful method and approach of 

security. 

 

A public key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of policies and 

procedures needed to create, manage, use, store, and revoke 

digital certificates and manage public-key encryption. The 

purpose of a PKI is to facilitate the secure electronic transfer 

of information for a range of network activities such as e-

commerce, internet banking and confidential email. It is 

required for activities where simple passwords are an 

inadequate authentication method and more rigorous proof is 

required to confirm the identity of the parties involved in the 

communication and to validate the information being 

transferred. 

 

A. Encryption and Decryption 
 

The benefits of PKI are delivered through the use of Public 

Key Cryptography. A core aspect of Public Key 

Cryptography is the encryption and decryption of digital 

data. 

 

Encryption is the conversion of data into seemingly random, 

incomprehensible data. Its meaningless form ensures that it 

remains unintelligible to everyone for whom it is not 

intended, even if the intended have access to the encrypted 

data. 

 

The only way to transform the data back into intelligible 

form is to reverse the encryption (known as decryption). 

Public Key Cryptography encryption and decryption is 

performed with Public and Private Keys. 

 

The Public and Private Key pair comprise of two uniquely 

related cryptographic keys (basically long random numbers). 

Below is an example of a Public Key: 

 

3048 0241 00C9 18FA CF8D EB2D EFD5 FD37 89B9 
 

E069 EA97 FC20 5E35 F577 EE31 C4FB C6E4 4811 
 

7D86 BC8F BAFA 362F 922B F01B 2F40 C744 2654 

C0DD 2881 D673 CA2B 4003 C266 E2CD CB02 0301 

0001 
 

The Public Key is what its name suggests - Public. It is 

made available to everyone via a publicly accessible 

repository or directory. On the other hand, the Private Key 

must remain confidential to its respective owner. 

 

Because the key pair is mathematically related, whatever is 

encrypted with a Public Key may only be decrypted by its 

corresponding Private Key and vice versa. 

 

For example, if “A” wants to send sensitive data to “B”, and 

wants to be sure that only “B” can read it, he will encrypt 

the data with “B” Public Key. Only “B” has access to his 

corresponding Private Key and as a result is the only person 

with the capability of decrypting the encrypted data back 

into its original form. 

 
Figure 1: Encryption 

 

As only “B” has access to Private Key, it is possible that 

only Alice can decrypt the encrypted data. Even if someone 

else gains access to the encrypted data, it will remain 

confidential as they do not have access to “B”’s 

Private Key. Public Key Cryptography can therefore achieve 

Confidentiality. 

 

B. Model 
 

In this paper we propose the use of PKI for providing an 

additional layer of security for a person using a local system 

and wants to login to a remote machine securely. This 

approach also expands itself to any application or software 

that needs to connect or access a remote machine in a data 

critical environment. 

 

The initial requirement for this model is the configuration of 

SSH on the remote machine and the local machine. 

Configuring SSH is very simple and doesn’t require much 

expertise on the domain. 

 

In this model we exploit the fact that is core for the PKI, i.e. 

anything that is encrypted with the public key can only be 

decrypted by the corresponding private key. So to 

demonstrate the power of this architecture, we can consider 

the following scenario. 
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A system and 2 different users, both of these users have their 

different accounts in the system but they both have access to 

a single remote server. These both users have same access 

levels or permission rights over the remote machine. Now 

they come across a scenario where person A wants to store 

something in remote which he wants some other person C to 

access but not B. since A, B both have same rights, just 

keeping the data in remote is not sufficient for the 

requirement in hand. Now PKI’s power becomes apparent. 

A encrypts the data with C’s public key, and stores it in 

remote. Now all A, B and C can see the encrypted file in 

remote, but only C can decrypt it and use it as only he has 

the Private key. Which provided the security which was 

necessary. “Hiding in plain sight” is what was achieved by 

PKI in this scenario. 

 

Below given steps explain the approach in which the above 

model can be achieved. 

 

Step1: we generate the PKI key pair using any of the 

methods of Keygen by java, openSSL. Which gives us the 

public key and private key pairs. 

 

Step 2: The person/ system from where we want to access 

the remote system keeps the private key and copies the 

public key on the remote machine. This public key should be 

a part of the authorized_keys in .ssh folder, created in the 

system once after the configuration of SSH is done. The 

configuration of SSH is necessary if you want to access a 

remote machine via SSH connections. 

 

The authorized_keys file contains the keys and certificates 

certified and verified by an authentic CA (certificate 

Authority), it means that if a key is present is 

authorized_keys, it is recognized that it is valid and secure. 

 

Step 3: The person/ system with the local system having the 

private key now SSH into the remote machine, now the 

remote machine doesn’t ask him for password for the 

account he is logging in to. It is taken care the matching of 

private and public keys. 

 

Ex: ssh root@1.2.3.4 

 

Last login: some date, time stamp: 

 

Below figure explains how the mechanism works. 

 
Figure 2: Model for Authentication over PKI. 

 

In many data critical systems, the above model provides the 

additional and extra layer of security which is easy to use 

and also strong enough to prevent from the masqueraders 

and spyware and man in middle attacks. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

Multiple layers of security are needed for the data centric 

systems and also for the systems which want to give their 

clients a bit additional security as add on factor. Many multi 

factor systems already exist which provide the necessary 

additional security mechanisms. Each application/ system 

can choose one of these methods based on their 

requirements and considering cost benefits and other factors. 

Some of these methods, though effective, include inherent 

risks and complex natures of implementation. The method 

proposed in this paper is elegant, effective and simple 

enough to incorporate over any existing systems. And also 

provides a special and enhanced security over the data 

centric applications and data share intensive environments. 
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